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Foreword.

I am pleased to share the results of our publication in collaboration with Sia 
Partners. As one of the first whitepapers that explores the state of Ethical Artifi-
cial Intelligence in Hong Kong specifically, the publication provides the needed 
foundation to evaluate the risks and ethical implications of advanced techno-
logy and to frame discussions for potential systematic changes in the future.

Since its inception, the Hong Kong Data Science Society (HKDSS) has aimed 
to enable a wide spectrum of engagements in the society to promote data 
science. Through time, our role has evolved from bringing together a commu-
nity of data scientists to also educating the public about data science, AI and 
its applications. With AI evolving from a buzzword to a core player in many 
companies’ operations, AI tools are continuously re-defining the term “state-
of-the-art technology”, especially with the rise of deep learning, data science, 
cloud services, IoT devices and much of the new technology we see today. 

As the excitement for AI rings strongly, so have anxieties, especially surroun-
ding the implementation side of the technology. AI advancements are happe-
ning so rapidly that corporations and regulators are struggling to ensure the 
accountability, reliability, and transparency of its application. Thus, we find the 
creation of such a publication very much needed to advance discussions and 
to increase the public’s trust on AI.

We would like to extend our sincere gratitude to Sia Partners for co-authoring 
this report with HKDSS, especially to Jeremy Fetiveau, Cameron Melville and 
Laura Hoyos Salazar who have contributed greatly. It is our firm belief that 
technology should be implemented with integrity – a rule of conduct that we 
find Sia Partners also value. We look forward to more organisations like Sia 
Partners playing an active role in ensuring the trustworthiness of AI technology.

We would also like to thank our supporting organisations, Artificial Intelligence 
Hong Kong, Cyberport, Hong Kong Science Park, Institute of Financial Tech-
nologists of Asia (IFTA), ISACA China Hong Kong Chapter, and ThinkCol Trans-
form Limited for supporting the dissemination of the survey to facilitate data 
collection for the whitepaper.

I hope you find this report a useful guide for assessing how your organisation is 
using AI and that it sparks awareness about Ethical AI in society. With AI being 
an indispensable technology in decision making and even more crucial for 
organisations in the years to come, it is essential to dive deeper into not only 
the “hows”, but also the “whys” and the “what ifs”. In future, we hope to see AI 
best practices ethically aligned and hope that this paper can serve as a small 
first step. I look forward to engaging in more discussions about AI Ethics and 
the sharing of your insights in the field.

Kane Wu
Chairman
Hong Kong Data Science Society
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Executive Summary.

This whitepaper adds to the understanding of and provides valuable contex-
tual information about the current state of Ethical AI in Hong Kong. A survey 
was conducted and results augmented via in-depth interviews with several 
leading figures within the Hong Kong AI industry. The Hong Kong Data Science 
Society and Sia Partners hope this whitepaper will be a tangible step towards 
progressing the conversation on an important issue, whilst contemporaneously 
working to produce other frameworks and materials which those applying AI 
in Hong Kong can incorporate into their day-to-day practices.

Following the quantitative survey and deep dive interviews conducted from 
October to December 2020, this paper presents several key themes that 
contextualise the current state of Ethical AI in Hong Kong. The consensus is 
that AI Ethics has both a substantial and broad impact on society, and that with 
ever-increasing AI usage, issues are already manifesting. The deployment of AI 
technology and awareness of Ethical AI challenges in Hong Kong are eminent, 
however the understanding of these issues and confidence in tackling them 
is still relatively low. In discussing potential solutions, a key highlight is the 
importance of third-party independent bodies and institutions to assist firms 
in implementing robust practices to address Ethical AI issues, and to mediate 
between government, regulators and private companies as a natural next step 
in the discussion to accelerate maturity. A common, shared and actionable 
framework to pool Ethical AI actions is missing, and while it is important to 
address these issues locally, this is even more so given Hong Kong’s unique 
positioning as a global financial and technology hub.

The views expressed in this paper are those of the interviewees, survey respondents, 
Hong Kong Data Science Society and Sia Partners, and do not necessarily reflect those 
of the supporting organisations (Artificial Intelligence Hong Kong, Cyberport, Hong 
Kong Science Park, Institute of Financial Technologists of Asia (IFTA), ISACA China 
Hong Kong Chapter, and ThinkCol Transform Limited).  
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Respondents’ Involvement in AI

31%

27%

18%

24%

Roles / Functions

       Data Scientist, Programmer, 
Data Engineer

       Business Analyst, Project 
Manager, Consultant

       Executive Leadership, 
Strategy

       Legal, Risk and Compliance

Introduction                  
and Approach.

AI and data science are taking great 
strides. Firms have become adaptive 
to the value and danger technology 
brings - be it a new COVID-19 AI tool 
that tells doctors the likelihood of pa-
tients becoming severely ill or AI-en-
abled loan decisioning. The applica-
tions are boundless.

While AI bears a multitude of opportu-
nities, there have been concerns on its 
disruptive impact. These can include 
workforce displacement, loss of priva-
cy, potential biases in decision making, 
and lack of control over automated sys-
tems and robots, to name a few. These 
issues are significant, especially with 
AI’s rapid adoption. However with the 
assurance of knowing AI is being used 
ethically and adhering to principles 
such as transparency, safety, accoun-
tability and fairness, fear of AI could be 
alleviated and could be a key founda-
tion for the successful adoption of AI in 
organisations and society as a whole.

Aimed to provide valuable contextual 
information about the current Ethical 
AI environment, this whitepaper consi-
ders the current usage of AI in firms 
and the ethical implications for its 
adoption geared specifically towards 
Hong Kong. The use of quantitative 
and qualitative free-text questions in 
the survey, as well as interviews, pro-
vides a rounded approach to explore 
the state of Ethical AI in Hong Kong. 
This report aims to be a first step 
towards progressing the conversation 
on an important issue whilst contem-
poraneously working to produce other 
frameworks and materials that those 
applying AI in Hong Kong can incorpo-
rate into their day-to-day solutions.

Research Framework

Our research methodology consisted 
of a quantitative survey circulated 
amongst interest groups in Hong Kong, 
and qualitative interviews with Subject 
Matter Experts in AI from diverse back-

grounds. The survey’s objective was 
to quantify insights about the status of 
Ethical AI specific to Hong Kong, whe-
reas the objective of the interviews was 
to uncover trends and key considera-
tions from expert-based thoughts and 
opinions.

Quantitative Survey

The survey was circulated to various in-
terest groups involved in Artificial Intel-
ligence and technology governance in 
Hong Kong from which 47 respondents 
completed the survey. The results show 
that the respondents are either highly 
involved in the development of AI in 
their firms or in a position to be driving 
the usage of such technologies. This 
sample comprised a representative 
cross-section of corporations in Hong 
Kong, ranging from banks and insurers 
to technology and Artificial Intelligence 
firms.
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Beyond contextual background ques-
tions, respondents were queried on 
two key themes: the current usage of 
AI in their organisation and the ethical 
implications for the adoption of AI. 

Qualitative Interviews

In addition to the quantitative survey, 
several renowned Subject Matter Ex-
perts were also hosted for one-on-one 
deep dive interviews, each focusing 
on a slightly different angle of Ethical 
AI depending on their respective field 
of expertise. Interviewees came from 
both the Private and Public sector, as 
well as from Academia. The questions 
covered a broad set of topical ques-

tions on Ethical AI from which inter-
viewees were encouraged to give spe-
cific examples of initiatives, or issues 
related to their own experience.

In alphabetical order, the interviewees 
were:
            Prof. Pascale Fung 
                 Director of the Centre for 

Artificial Intelligence Research 
(CAiRE) at HKUST

            Dr. Lawrence Ma
                Co-Founder & CEO eMALI.

IO | Advisor to Immunodex | 
Founder and President of Hong 
Kong Blockchain Society

            Mr. Brian W. Tang
                Founding Executive Director 

at Law, Innovation, Technolo-
gy and Entrepreneurship Lab 
(LITE Lab) at The University 
of Hong Kong  Faculty of Law 
and Managing Director at 
ACMI

            Mr. Stephen Kai-Yi Wong
               Barrister-at-Law at Gilt Cham-

bers Ex-Privacy Commissioner 
for Personal Data, Hong Kong

            Ms. Ellen Wu
                   Chief Information Officer at 

Manulife-Sinochem Ltd. 
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Understanding         
and Adoption of AI   
in Hong Kong.

Interpretation of AI

Before immersing oneself into a com-
plex topic, it is good practice to step 
back and define what exactly it en-
compasses. The definition of AI varies 
amongst individuals; on the one hand, 
AI is perceived by some as a set of ca-
pabilities to model and predict patterns 
and results that may assist in the deci-
sion making process of a business (sup-
portive tool). On the other hand, some 
perceive it as an automation lever of 

manual tasks to improve productivity 
and efficiency (substitutive tool). The 
differences in interpretation of AI can 
generally be attributed to the respon-
dents’ standpoint. Does the leader of 
an organisation who has a bird’s-eye-
view of the business have the same 
interpretation of AI as a data scientist 
who is developing an algorithm for one 
particular business issue? And what 
about those individuals in the organi-
sation interested in the topic but not ac-
tively involved with it on a daily basis?

Indeed, exact definitions of AI are likely 
to vary amongst individuals based on 
their background, seniority, and role 
in the organisation. Whilst it may be 
challenging to reach an exact defini-
tion of AI amongst such a diverse group 
in Hong Kong, it is apparent that the 
large majority of people have a posi-
tive or neutral perception of AI, hence, 
welcoming the idea and value of the 
technology.
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Examples of AI Definitions From Survey Respondents in Hong Kong

Supportive Tool

System used to assist decision making and 
automation

Leveraging data to evaluate current perfor-
mance and pain points in business processes 
AND/OR generate predictive insights to drive 
high-level decision making

Augmenting human thinking

The usage of machine learning algorithms to 
extract insights from data to optimise business 
decision making

Automated decision making

The capability of a machine to imitate intelligent 
human behaviour. This may involve the use of 
mathematical models to make predictions or 
arrive at conclusions based on patterns and in-
ference, and without being specifically program-
med to perform the task

Any algorithm which emulates human intelli-
gence, including thinking, making decisions, 
responding, acting, etc.

Use of logic-based, non-procedural reasoning 
techniques to solve business problems compu-
tationally that would normally require human 
intelligence

Extent of Usage of AI

Adoption of AI in Hong Kong shows a bell-shaped distribution, with more than 64% of individuals indicating 
their usage of AI as existing or extensive across business lines. This is not surprising for a topic that is trending 
in both local and global conversations1.

(1)  It is recognised that the survey likely over-estimates the adoption of AI in Hong Kong, since those heavily involved in the field or interested in it were more likely 
to submit responses.

Substitutive Tool

How Would You Describe the Current Usage of AI in Your Company?

17% 19%

32%

19%
13%

1  2  3  4  5
(Little to None) (Extensive Use)

35%

30%

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%
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How Does Your Company Use AI in Business Decision Making?

50%

45%

40%

35%

30%

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%

14%

45% 41%

For Full Automation Leveraged Extensively For Reference Only

As far as decision making processes are concerned, the majority (59%) of the surveyed leverage AI either 
extensively or for full automation, revealing that there is considerable interest and progress in maximising 
the use of the technology in business environments.
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Information 
Classification

Prediction & 
Forecasting Automation Recommendations

Transaction 
classification

Prediction of customer 
conversion probability 

on new financial 
products

Credit assessment Product 
recommendation

Document cataloguing
Social media marketing 

improvement and 
customer trend analysis

Data quality and 
anomaly detection

Collaboration 
suggestion

Risk assessment Sales forecasts
Detection of 

false positives in 
cybersecurity threats

Customer service 
personalisation

Practical Applications of AI

Actual use cases of AI in Hong Kong are already very diverse. From automating manual processes such as fraud detection2  

to predicting and forecasting future outcomes such as product sales, what is evident is that AI is being applied across the 
whole value chain and all functions of organisations. It is important to note here that irrespective of the function or area of AI 
application, all the use cases shared have some ethical implications. For example, in performing credit assessments, there 
could be risks of decisioning algorithms producing biased outcomes, resulting in detrimental results to certain demographic 
groups. In customer trend analyses, data privacy must be respected so as not to erode personal freedoms. The table below 
organises the use cases from survey respondents into key categories or themes extrapolated from the data:

The next section explores the awareness and understanding of Ethical AI implications, by considering some of the issues 
that can arise from an unrestrained use of this technology, as well as ways to uphold some key Ethical principles.

 (2) By applying classification algorithms to financial transaction data for example.

Examples of AI Use Cases From Survey Respondents in Hong Kong
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Awareness and 
Understanding of 
Ethical AI in Hong 
Kong.

Definition of Ethical AI 

When asked to define Ethical AI, res-
pondents replied with a very broad 
variety of concepts, and further 17% 
saying they either “don’t know” or 
find it hard to define. While there ap-
pears to be no shared understanding 
of the concept, 62% of respondents 
expressed high levels of concern for 
its potential implications. Combined 
with the data on the growing AI usage 
in Hong Kong, this begs the question 
of whether firms are progressing with 
high-impact technological imple-
mentations that they have yet to fully 
understand.

Ethical AI definitions in Hong Kong 
can be broadly assigned to three 
categories:

             1.    “Human-Centric” -  focuses 
on putting human rights at 
the centre of the discussion

             0.  “Design-Based” - focuses 
on the approach to design 
an AI solution, such that it 
considers ethical implica-
tions whilst being created

             0.  “Outcome-Based” -  focuses 
on thinking about the out-
puts of the solution first, and 
then working backwards to 
prevent bias or unintended 
consequences

Despite some degree of variation, the 
majority of definitions, if not all, include 
a human element, emphasising the in-
teraction between humans and AI and 
the importance of humans retaining 
some agency power in decision ma-
king processes. While the conversa-
tion to find the right balance between 
AI and Ethics continues in Hong Kong, 
one might ask: How does AI affect our 
behaviours and social interactions? 
How do we protect against unintended 
(unethical) consequences? What are 
the implications of these things we call 
“unethical”? How can we educate our-
selves and the rest of our community 
on the ethical implications of AI?
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The following are several interesting and diverse definitions of Ethical AI given by survey respondents and interviewees:

Human-Centric Design-Based Outcome-Based

Human-centric approach with 
respect for human autonomy 

and dignity which returns 
control to individuals to whom 

personal data belongs.

Ethical AI should encourage new 
initiatives with privacy by design 
and should incorporate ethical 

principles and values.

AI applications with fair, un-
biased and reliable outcomes.

AI built by people with high 
ethical standards who can also 

understand the implications 
of what they have built and its 
impact on society and human 

rights.

AI that by design has considered 
all possible ethical implications 
and eliminates or does not de-

ploy unethical uses.

Ensuring AI deployment can 
detect and respond to bias the-
reby avoiding unintended treat-
ment of customers/employees, 
some which could be deemed 
in violation of the law (such as 

racial or gender profiling).

Applying AI without infringing 
upon human rights.

Ethical AI should meet the 6 prin-
ciples: transparency, inclusion, 

responsibility, impartiality, relia-
bility, and security & privacy.

Developing AI that results in 
fair, unbiased, respectful and 

beneficial outcomes.

To What Extent Is Your Firm Concerned With the Ethical Implications of AI?

40%

35%

30%

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%

1  2  3  4  5
(Not Concerned) (Very Concerned)

11% 13% 15%

36%

26%
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Issues Arising From Unethical AI

Ethical AI issues are not generalisable, but rather dependent on the specific AI use case 
in question. Netflix recommendations are not as important as criminal sentencing and loan 
decisions that fundamentally change people’s lives. As such, when in question, these issues 
need to be looked upon individually and in detail.

One key issue brought to light by interviewees is data privacy, with 71% of survey respon-
dents also seeing this as a high-priority issue in Hong Kong. The fact that AI models rely on 
vast quantities of data increases the potential for non-consensual uses of data for algorithmic 
outcomes driven by profit. On worker displacement (also a key issue highlighted by inter-
viewees), the consensus is that AI will (and is), by definition, impact(ing) the nature of work, 
however it is perceived as more of a transformative than destructive force. While workers 
may be displaced on transitory bases (for instance those working on repetitive tasks), AI may 
also open up opportunities for human capital to be better spent on value-adding activities. 
Only 34% of survey respondents cited worker displacement and unemployment in their top 
three problems that would arise from unethical applications of AI.

In addition to the Data Privacy and Worker Displacement issues emphasized by interviewees, 
survey respondents highlighted Biased Outcomes and Lack of Transparency Over Auto-
mated Decisions as the top two most critical problems that could arise from unethical appli-
cations of AI. This suggests that the Hong Kong population may be more concerned about 
the potential individual outputs of unethical algorithms than the more broad outcomes on 
society.

What Are the Three Main Problems That Will Arise From Unethical AI?
90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

Biased
Outcomes

Lack of 
Transparency 

Over Automated
Decisions

Data 
Privacy 
Issues

Worker 
Displacement 

and 
Unemployment

Wealth 
Distribution 

and Inequality 
issues

84% 84%
71%

34% 28%
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Challenges in Addressing Ethical AI 
Survey respondents see the following as key challenges in addressing Ethical AI:

The survey findings suggest that a 
great deal of support would be essen-
tial to successfully navigate this Ethical 
AI journey. Whilst training and controls 
represent low-hanging fruit that can 
harness more immediate results, other 
complex topics such as ethical bounda-
ries will need more time to evolve and 
develop. Discussions should take place 
as early as possible, rather than let-
ting ambiguity drive further disagree-
ments down the road. Interestingly, 
budget-related issues such as costs, 
are not one of the main concerns for 
respondents in tackling Ethical AI, so 
government or private funding alone 
is not currently a blocking point. If in-
deed the biggest obstacles to achieve 
Ethical AI in Hong Kong arise from 
biased outcomes, lack of transparency 

and data privacy concerns: Who is in a 
position to have an influential voice in 
these matters? Who is ultimately going 
to decide what level of data privacy is 
appropriate for society? Should we ar-
tificially manipulate biased outcomes? 
Will this make it fairer or more biased? 
How are we going to do this with suf-
ficient transparency whilst relying on 
a sub-group of experts and knowled-
geable practitioners?

The deep dive interviews highlight 
a clear dilemma for businesses: they 
seek to succeed in a data-driven eco-
nomy requiring data innovation, whilst 
also maintaining the trust of their 
customers. This dilemma can lead to 
prioritising economic and technical de-
velopments over ethics. As laws tend 

to lag behind technological progress, 
firms may have difficulty self-regulating 
if and when their actions to ensure Ethi-
cal AI start to impact their bottom line. 
Senior management and other key de-
cision makers should ideally have suf-
ficient understanding of Ethical AI and 
the potential impacts of inappropriate 
and unethical applications, in order to 
robustly delegate key responsibilities 
to subject matter experts to manage 
the corresponding controls. This leads 
to further areas for consideration: Who 
should be required to understand the 
algorithms? Who should be able to 
interpret them? Who champions the 
discussion between the private sector 
and regulators? How to strike the ba-
lance between Ethical AI and economic 
performance?

What Are the Key Challenges in Addressing Ethical AI in a Business Setting?

Ethical Boundaries Are Not Easily 
or Globally Defined

Lack of Control Over 
Algorithms and Data

Lack of Awareness and Training

Lack of Centralised Governance and 
Controls Over AI Development

Lack of Senior Management Buy-in 
and Cultural Resistance

Budget Related Issues

67%

67%

57%

46%

34%

29%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%
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(3) Based on The Responsible Machine Learning Principles proposed by The Institute for Ethical AI and Machine Learning.
(4) The Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance. (n.d.). https://www.pcpd.org.hk/english/data_privacy_law/ordinance_at_a_Glance/ordinance.html

Most Important Ethical AI 
Principles to Uphold? 

Concurrent with the Ethical AI 
definitions, one of the most 
frequently cited principles to 
be upheld is human augmen-
tation3. Application of human 
safeguards is thought to be 
critical in decision making, 
never leaving decisions ex-
clusively to machines. Data 
governance and adherence 
to data privacy principles, in-
cluding data risk awareness, 
are also cited by interviewees 
due to the role of data as a 
fundamental building block of 
Machine Learning applications 
but less so by survey respon-
dents, who cited explainabi-
lity by justification and bias 
evaluation to a higher extent. 
To uphold these Ethical AI 
principles, certain regulations 
such as the Hong Kong Perso-
nal Data (Privacy) Ordinance4, 
may be considered for further 
review and update to reflect 
developments in AI.

« Never leaving 
decisions 
exclusively to 
machines. »

What Are the Three Most Important Ethical AI Principles to Uphold?

0 %  1 0 %  2 0 %  3 0 %  4 0 %  5 0 %  6 0 %  7 0 % 

Explainability by Justification

Human Augmentation

Bias Evaluation

Trust by Privacy

Displacement Strategy

Data Risk Awareness

Practical Accuracy

Reproducible Operations

57%

57%

55%

48%

32%

23%

13%

13%
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Additionally, considering whether any particular Ethical AI principle is more important to 
uphold in Hong Kong specifically, consensus centred on Wealth and Worker Displacement, 
as well as Data Privacy issues. The following are specific examples highlighted by survey 
respondents:

This section considered the awareness and understanding of Ethical AI in Hong Kong, as well 
as the potential issues arising from unethical applications of AI, the key challenges in tackling 
these issues practically, and the most important Ethical AI principles to uphold. The next 
section explores some practical approaches available to achieve Ethical AI in Hong Kong.

The next section explores the awareness and understanding of Ethical AI implications, by considering some of the issues 
that can arise from an unrestrained use of this technology, as well as ways to uphold some key Ethical principles.

Wealth and Worker Displacement Data Privacy

The displacement of workers is a key challenge 
in Hong Kong since many existing jobs can be 
easily automated, and most businesses are in 

the exploratory stage without a plan to combat 
potential displacement.

Another major challenge in Hong Kong is data 
privacy. Not many resources are allocated to this 
area, whilst many instead focus on strengthening 

AI functionalities.

Displacement strategy in preventing AI frontrun-
ners from distorting the wealth distribution and 

generating inequality issues.

Privacy issues such as informed consent must 
be obtained if data collected involves personal 

information.
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Plausible Approaches 
to Tackle Ethical AI in 
Hong Kong.

What Are the Best Strategies to Achieve Ethical AI?

The table below details the Ethical AI principles ranked by survey respondents, alongside the number of times committees, 
procedures and frameworks are proposed as solutions to enforce each principle. With no solution standing out overall, a 
general mix of committees, procedures and frameworks seems the most fitting.

These findings fit with the common consensus from interviewees that a holistic approach is necessary to tackle Ethical AI 
issues. There are no hard-and-fast rules or systematic processes that will ensure Ethical AI in every setting, as the core 
principles such as fairness, transparency, explainability and reliability sit on a diffuse spectrum rather than a quantitative 
scale. Interestingly, for the most important principles, Human Augmentation and Explainability by Justification, frameworks 
are proposed as the best strategies. While firms could probably tackle these issues individually, external universally-agreed 
guidance could prove more productive and effective. For the remaining principles, they can be more readily tackled via 
internally-driven committees and procedures.

Overall, top-down direction from the government with bottom-up industry contributions were suggested as ways to tackle 
Ethical AI issues. More specifically, interviewees were indicative of a three layer approach:

Ethical AI Principle Committees Procedures Frameworks

Explainability by 
Justification 11 8 12

Human Augmentation 11 13 15

Bias Evaluation 10 10 9

Trust by Privacy 5 8 7

Displacement Strategy 5 3 4

Data Risk Awareness 2 1 3

Practical Accuracy 0 2 1

Reproducible 
Operations 3 2 0

Total 47 47 51
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Dr. Lawrence Ma suggested that a useful analogy would be to the “Basel framework for Risk Management in Banking, where 
some structure and parameters must be prescribed explicitly by central governing institutions, but the implementation can 
be left to individual banks, with some reasonable degree of customisation and proportionality within specified intervals”.

The following paragraphs set out several observations for each category of solution, starting with fundamental laws and 
regulations, internal, external and technical governance, as well as organisational awareness.

• Laws and Regulation

Tackling Ethical AI from a legal and regulatory perspective is by no means a simple task. Regulators are likely to grapple with 
endorsing and upholding Ethical AI principles without stifling technological progress and innovation. One specific challenge 
for regulators is to be sufficiently specific on laws and guidelines, where many AI products are highly customised to customer 
profiles and hence are non-standardised by definition, making laws and guidelines difficult to normalise. While regulation 
alone is unlikely to ever be sufficient to prevent loopholes or the misuse of AI technologies entirely, it serves as a cornerstone 
to frame reasonable and collectively beneficial solutions.

• Internal Governance

Independent Review Committees were suggested multiple times to provide checks and balances on the internal agents with 
incentives potentially misaligned with those required to achieve Ethical AI. For example, data scientists whose payoff is a 
function of an algorithm’s, at the expense of fairness and unbiasedness of an algorithm’s application in practice. Committee 
members must have the right knowledge and skill sets to understand the technical manifestations of unethical AI as well as 
the business knowledge to mediate between Senior Management and those designing the solutions.

• External Governance

One interesting idea suggested by Mr. Brian W. Tang was for “the industry to work together towards developing self-governing 
human-in-the-loop norms of ‘AI professionalism’ akin to the professional self-regulation of doctors and lawyers, especially for 
higher risk and impact areas”. This would support Ethical AI by creating a commonality of purpose and view, for example having 
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)’s run industry-led initiatives working to create standardised license 
specifications for coders. It was importantly noted that whilst this will be an ongoing journey that cannot be achieved overnight, 
a general willingness to come together and set the tone will inevitably move the community forward in the right direction.

1. Laws and Regulation
Passing laws and regulations to lay the foun-
dations of absolute limits of basic compliance 
(whilst realising that these may lag behind 

technological advancements).

0. Internal, External and Technical 
Governance
Setting up Internal, External and Technical 
Governance structures (i.e. frameworks, 
procedures and committees) to enable and 
facilitate compliance with Ethical AI principles 
using guidance and resources through both 
government regulation and industry bodies.

0. Organisational Awareness and Culture 
Fostering an ethical culture by “convincing 
firms that it is in their best interest to adhere 
to Ethical AI principles i.e. that customer trust 
is valuable, and through this engender those 
creating and implementing AI solutions to 
strive for more Ethical AI” as suggested by 

Mr. Stephen Wong.
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• Technical Governance

From a technical standpoint, possible strategies suggested to de-bias an AI system could include a combination of the fol-
lowing, depending on the AI application in question:

1. Pre-processing - at the data collection level, by ensuring that datasets are unbiased and balanced

0. Filtering datasets - for example by applying toxic comment classification

0. At a modelling level - by  balancing algorithms towards unbiased models

0. Post-processing - adding additional filtering layers on top of raw model outputs

• Organisational Awareness and Culture

One possible solution is to create the right incentives such that it is in the best interest of all stakeholders, from data scientists 
to leadership, to ensure that their applications of AI do not violate Ethical AI principles. A mix of these top-down incentives 
as well as organised training, could be a starting point to generate awareness and alignment on these Ethical AI principles 
across the organisation. 

What Is Happening in Hong Kong in Practice?
Hong Kong’s journey towards Ethical AI is in progress, and the following details how firms 
and the government alike are progressing the conversation locally, as well as contributing 
to multiple global initiatives.

Several participants note that through their interactions with private firms in Hong Kong, 
they are starting to see management - or Diversity & Inclusion (D&I) - led initiatives that 
examine models by specific focus areas. Private firms are taking a “model audit” approach 
to applications of AI individually to understand how decisions are being made. For example, 
in e-commerce customer segmentation, correlations and causations between ethnicities 
and gender backgrounds are being considered, and questions asked internally such as “are 
we providing more incentives or discounts to certain demographic groups?”. Ms. Ellen Wu 
observed that in the industry in general, “these initiatives often come via a data science-led 
task force aligned with Risk groups, which consider products one-by-one, scrutinising mo-
dels and reporting back to the D&I and Risk Management teams”. Importantly, this has been 
accelerating over the last year contemporaneously with the Black Lives Matter movement 
globally starting from the US.

Other HKSAR Government initiatives aiming to advance the policy landscape on Ethical AI in-
clude that of the HKMA which has published “High-level Principles on Artificial Intelligence”5 
for banks. Furthermore, the Hong Kong Privacy Commissioner for Personal Data issued the 
“Ethical Accountability Framework”6 which sets out a practical framework comprising of 
“Enhanced Elements” for data processing activities that underpin three behavioural values, 
“Respectful, Beneficial and Fair”, a Model Ethical Data Impact Assessment which considers 
the “rights and interests of all parties in a data processing activity”, and a Process Oversight 
Model which aims to uphold “Ethics by Design” by assessing internal review processes. This 
framework represents meaningful progress in the Ethical AI conversation in Hong Kong, and 
importantly included the participation of 23 organisations from various sectors to ensure 
recommendations were relevant and practical in the day-to-day business environment.

(5) High-level Principles on Artificial Intelligence. (n.d.). Hong Kong Monetary Authority. 
      https://www.hkma.gov.hk/media/eng/doc/key-information/guidelines-and-circular/2019/20191101e1.pdf
(6) Ethical Accountability Framework for Hong Kong, China. (n.d.). Office of the Privacy Commissioner for Personal Data. 
     https://www.pcpd.org.hk/misc/files/Ethical_Accountability_Framework.pdf
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Which Region or Country Do You Think Is Taking the Lead on Ethical AI?

Which Region Is Leading the Way in Ethical AI?
Looking beyond Hong Kong, various Ethical AI initiatives are 
taking place globally, with all types of players coming to the 
stage. On the private sector front, both the Partnership on 
AI7 (Google, Amazon, Microsoft Corporation, Facebook, and 
IBM) and the IEEE’s “Global Initiative on Ethics of Autono-
mous and Intelligent Systems”8 are very much North Ame-
rican led. On the other hand, the European Union leads in 
vocal and proactive government initiatives such as the EU’s 
“Declaration of Cooperation on Artificial Intelligence”9 . China 
remains the biggest market for applications of AI, and has 
itself set up the Professional Committee for AI Ethics under 
the Chinese Association for Artificial Intelligence to draw up 
Ethical AI guidelines10. Whilst all regions are in one way or 
another tackling the topic, one interesting point highlighted is 
that China takes more of an engineering-based approach (by 
product) to tackle Ethical AI, in comparison to North America 
and Europe’s more governance-based approach.

In the case of broader supervisory authorities, there are steps 
being made to synchronise and gather common principles 
and standards across regions by the OECD, the European 
Commission, and other international privacy authorities. For 
example, the Global Privacy Assembly has set up a perma-
nent working group to create guidelines and standards11. 
Hong Kong is the co-chair of this permanent working group 
on Ethics and Data Protection in AI (shared with France). 
These initiatives are part of the trend towards 

joining forces with international authorities, including in AI 
R&D, in working to foster a digital ecosystem for AI (e.g. by 
encouraging data sharing), and to shape and enable the po-
licy environment for AI. Indeed, given the regional and global 
initiatives cited above, a case could be made for promoting 
this existing body of work to ensure that the wider public is 
informed of the materials already available.

Beyond specific examples of Ethical AI initiatives being taken 
across the various regions, perception in Hong Kong is that 
North America and Europe are tied for taking the lead on 
Ethical AI, with Asia following closely behind. One possible 
deduction from having placed comparable and balanced 
weights across the regions is that people in Hong Kong 
may feel as though Asia is almost as empowered as North 
America and Europe to tackle the subject. Given the survey 
population was based in Hong Kong, this may further indicate 
confidence and empowerment to address Ethical AI in and 
out of Hong Kong specifically. After all, Hong Kong is not a 
homogenous setting – it is a very eclectic society with a full 
spectrum of views and ideologies. It is well positioned given 
its status as an international finance and technology hub, as 
well as membership in the Greater Bay Area. This inspires 
further thoughts for consideration: Is Hong Kong a leader in 
the Asian region as it pertains to Ethical AI? How can Hong 
Kong further advance the conversation locally and possibly, 
regionally or globally? 

 (7) The Partnership on AI: https://www.partnershiponai.org/
 (8) The IEEE Global Initiative on Ethics of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems: https://standards.ieee.org/industry-connections/ec/autonomous-systems.html
 (9) EU Declaration of Cooperation on Artificial Intelligence. (10 April 2018)
(10) AI Ethics Committee CAAI: https://aiethics.ustc.edu.cn/en/index.html
(11) Ethics and Data Protection in Artificial Intelligence Working Group. Global Privacy Assembly: https://globalprivacyassembly.org/
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Making AI Ethical: What’s Next for 
Hong Kong?
On the topic of government regulation 
as a proponent of Ethical AI, any global 
policy cannot be of the one-size-fits-
all flavour, as all locations experience 
government-business interactions in 
many different shapes and sizes. In 
the case of Hong Kong, existing rela-
tionships and established channels 
between government and business 
must be respected. One specific so-
lution proposed for Hong Kong is the 
formation of third-party Public-Private 
Partnerships (PPPs). Facilitation would 
require both technical expertise and 
practical know-how to effectively 
bridge government-business interac-
tions. A gap in the market for PPPs was 
noted by Ms. Ellen Wu, where a sugges-
tion to conduct in-depth analysis and 
pool practical actions on both sides 
was proposed in order to demonstrate 
incentives to both types of institutions: 
“It’s not about awareness anymore, 
but about having enough analysis to 
propose PPP initiatives that incenti-
vise both sides to come to the table”. 
On this point, respondents also noted 
that relationships are critical to achieve 
business change in Hong Kong, and 
existing channels must be leveraged 
to capitalise on any potential solution.

To that end, Hong Kong needs to consi-
der what an initiative of this kind might 
look like: What exact form would it 
take? Who would take the first steps to 
set up this initiative? Who is equipped 
with the skills and connections to bring 
about this kind of collaboration?
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Key Takeaways.

With AI being increasingly implemented in Hong Kong, those in leadership positions and in the process of innovating the 
technology have a great responsibility to develop solutions that are within the boundaries of what is and what isn’t accepted 
from a human standpoint. After all, the purpose of AI is to emulate human reasoning, yet such technology does not have innate 
morals beyond those programmed into the solutions by their creators.

The reality in Hong Kong is that awareness of Ethical AI challenges is high, and there is consensus on the most important 
Ethical AI principles: retaining appropriate human safeguards at all times and improving the transparency and explainability 
of AI systems. However importantly, in-depth understanding of these principles and confidence in addressing the related 
challenges is low.

Some form of collaboration between private and public sectors would be both practical and beneficial to assist firms in im-
plementing robust practices to address Ethical AI issues, and could mediate between government, regulators, and business 
stakeholders. Corporate management alone cannot change the culture or engender the right incentives and behaviour to 
uphold the most critical Ethical AI principles. Each side has its own assets to bring to the table:

   Firms already have the know-how and experience of implementing AI, and have more visibility and data on where 
Ethical AI issues can materialise in practice. However, they are experimenting mostly in isolation and without clear 
frameworks in place.

   The government has incentives above and beyond financial profit and has levers at its disposal to tackle Ethical 
AI issues such as the authority to change laws and create regulations, financial resources, a strong network, a 
public platform, and the ability to fund academic Ethical AI research. Government acts on behalf of its citizens to 
achieve the greatest good for society as a whole through protection and well-being. However, governments are 
only beginning to grasp the actual implications of AI and are arguably playing catch-up with technology innovation. 
It is further implausible to expect that the government could or should create detailed policy for all industries and 
use cases.

Given these observations, collaboration between firms and government would likely bridge the gap to progress the conversa-
tion, and to increase funding and / or redirect capital in both pure academic as well as private sector research on the topic. An 
initiative of this flavour could play a role similar to the existing Hong Kong Association of Banks, the current banking industry 
body for the HKSAR Government.  The association exchanges views for the further development of the industry, which has 
undoubtedly played a role in the success of Hong Kong as a world financial centre. Furthermore, solving Ethical AI challenges 
locally could pave the way for Hong Kong to be a leader in the topic regionally, and possibly globally, where one could argue 
it is uniquely positioned to do so, thanks to its status as an international finance and technology hub, as well as its history 
blending Eastern and Western influence. The time to act is now - there may not be a better moment for Hong Kong to delve 
into the topic and become an influential leader beyond its borders.
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Appendix.
Background on Consulting for Good at Sia Partners

Consulting for Good describes Sia Partners’ ambition to be a purpose-driven firm 
with CSR at its core. Beyond our own policies, practices, and culture, our compre-
hensive approach integrates CSR into innovative offerings for our clients world-
wide.

  Responsible AI Lab

  Climate Analysis Lab

  Social Responsibility Lab

  Ethics & Compliance Lab

As part of our Consulting for Good approach, our Responsible AI Lab aims to ensure 
the ethical, transparent, and accountable use of AI technologies, both in our own 
solutions and in the projects conducted with our clients.
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Ar t i f ic ia l  Inte l l igence: 
the simulation of human intelligence processes by machines, especially computer 
systems.

Ethica l  Pr incip les  of  Ar t i f ic ia l  Inte l l igence: 

Human Augmentation, Explainability by Justification, Bias Evaluation, Trust by 
Privacy, Displacement Strategy, Data Risk Awareness, Reproducible Operations, 
and Practical Accuracy12.

Publ ic– Private  Par tnership:

a cooperative arrangement between two or more public and private sectors, 
typically of a long-term nature.

Glossary.

 (12) The Responsible Machine Learning Principles. (n.d.). The Institute for Ethical AI and Machine Learning. 
        https://ethical.institute/principles.html
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About Hong Kong Data 
Science Society.

Hong Kong Data Science Society is a non-profit organisation that recognises 
the growing importance of building data-driven processes in the new economy. 
As passionate members of the industry, we’re bringing together a community 
of data scientists, students and educators to drive a data-decision culture in 

Hong Kong.  Our missions are to:

 Connect the community  

 Promote the growing industry  

  Elevate data science skill level  

www.hkdss.org

About Sia Partners.

Sia Partners is a next generation management consulting firm and pioneer of 
Consulting 4.0. We offer a unique blend of AI and design capabilities, augmen-
ting traditional consulting to deliver superior value to our clients. Counting 1,800 
consultants in 18 countries, we expect to achieve USD 300 million in turnover 
for the current fiscal year. With a global footprint and expertise in more than 
30 sectors and services,  we optimize client projects worldwide. Through our 
Consulting for Good approach, we strive for next-level impact by developing 
innovative CSR solutions for our clients, making sustainability a lever for pro-

fitable transformation.

www.sia-partners.com


